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Note 
The performers play a small repertoire of very quiet sounds that are varied in a small number of ways.  
 
A fixed, linear tablature notation gradually gives way to a modular system of interaction.  
 
A few simple questions form the basis of the system of interaction (developed and extended from an earlier piece: between). This system is a way to navigate through and 
respond to the sounds, draw connections between them, form temporary alliances between performers, and ultimately read the sounds like a score. These questions ideally 
inspire active listening and subjective responses according to each performer’s perception of their own sound, the sound of the other performer and the relationship between 
them. The performers’ perception and responses, mediated by this system of interaction, creates the music in real time.  
 
The players are gradually required to assume a sonic and behavioural identity and after a time not only reproduce this identity, but act within it.  
 
However, more important than this system of interaction is the environment it aims to create, namely an environment where active, close, subtle and sensitive listening is 
prioritised. 
 
This is the second work in a series of pieces, collectively known as process. 
 
I would like to thank Michael Baldwin, James Bean, Ewa Kozlowski, Eliza Sdraulig and Matthew Shlomowitz for their comments and suggestions.  
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General performance directions 
The players may be seated in a triangle facing each other. 

The temporal alignment between the players in the score is an approximation. The score shows the likely vertical relationships. Players should aim to replicate the indicated 
proportions between events. However, as time is regulated primarily through bow lengths, there is an inherent degree of flexibility. 

Each player should set up the score on music stands in such a way as to avoid turning pages during the performance. Ideally, at least the map of the system of interaction for 
each part should be memorised. 

The players may be amplified. Speakers should be as close to the players as possible. The volume level of the speakers should be very quiet. The audience should still have to 
strain to hear sounds such as those produced at the beginning. Adjust according to the performance space. A note on the program should be made indicating that this is no 
one both (amplified). It is a similar piece but with a subtly different identity. 

There are no parts, all players perform from a copy of the score with the appropriate version of page 9. 

Strings 

Each performer should only play on string IV throughout the entire piece. 

Scordatura 

Compared to the conventional tuning: 

(1) The violin tunes string IV down a quarter-tone  
(2) The viola tunes string IV up a quarter-tone 
(3) The cello tunes string IV down a quarter-tone 
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The tablature notation of pages 1 to 8 etc. (excluding text boxes) 
Tablature 

 

  

 

 

The right hand (bow) is notated in black. The left hand is notated in red. 

Cues 

Angled, near-vertical arrows going between different parts are cues. When you hear/see the cue, play the relevant passage. 

Arrows point away from the part that you receive the cue from and towards your part. Ignore cues that don’t point in the direction of your part. 

Some of these cues are intentionally ambiguous and require active decision making on the part of the players. 

Bow lengths and speed 

One whole bow length is indicated by a bracket above the tablature:   

During pages 1 to 7 and the first bow of page 8, start and end each bow roughly in sync with the other players. 

When bowing, always start at the tip of the bow (that is, with an up bow). Always use the whole bow, until just before the frog, then very quickly retake and begin a new bow 
at the tip once more. 

The bow speed should be very slow and roughly consistent throughout. When the bow is placed lightly on the string with very little or no downwards pressure, the sound 
should be almost continuous and unbroken.  

 

 

the end of the fingerboard closest to the bridge

middle of the fingerboard  

nut 

bridge
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Variables  

Five variables are explored in this piece: 

(1) Bow height/pressure 
 

                 

Smoothly transition between the following states: 
[A] Hold the bow 5 mm above the string. There should be an extremely low risk of producing a bowed sound. Movement is primarily choreographic in interest. 
[B] Hold the bow between 1 and 2 mm above the string. Allow the natural nervous twitch of your muscles to make accidental contact with the string. The quality of 
physical contact should be similar to holding your thumb and index finger as close together as possible without intentionally touching. 
[C] Lightly place the bow on the string, use very little or no downwards pressure. 

(2) Bow rotation 
Smoothly transition between the following states: 
(h.) All the bow hair flat on the string. 
(h.w.) Use both bow hair and wood. 
(w.) Only use the wood of the bow.  
Incremental change between states is indicated like so: 

 
 

(3) Bow position 
Smoothly transition between the following states: 
[1] On the bridge. 
[2] As far down the fingerboard as possible (this will vary from instrument to instrument but may extend down to the nut). 
 

 

[A] [B] [C]
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(4) Finger pressure 
 

                 

Smoothly transition between the following states: 
[A] Hold the finger 5 mm above the string. There should be an extremely low risk of contact. Movement is primarily choreographic in interest. 
[B] Hold the finger between 1 and 2 mm above the string. Allow the natural nervous twitch of your muscles to make accidental contact with the string. When contact 
does occur it should be at a harmonic pressure. The quality of physical contact should be similar to holding your thumb and index finger as close together as possible 
without intentionally touching. 
[C] Halfway between harmonic pressure and normal pressure. 
[D] Almost normal pressure. 
[E] Overpressure, as far as possible without damaging the instrument. 

(5) Finger direction 
Smoothly transition between the following states: 
[1] Finger on or above the fingerboard, just before the nut. 
[2] As close to the position of the bow as possible. 

The rate of change of any given variable is glacial. Within each variable, change, from one extreme to the other, should occur over the equivalent of one bow length at the 
appropriate speed. 

 

 

 

 

 

[A] [B] [E][C] [D]
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Text box notation of pages 1 to 8 
Text boxes begin and end according to the indicated cues or at a change of finger direction. 

Listen to the indicated instrument and ask the appropriate question as often as possible. It will be necessary to aurally assess your own sound, the sound of the other player 
and the relationship between them. For text boxes, rely only on your aural perception. It is very important that modifications of sounds are perceived aurally, not visually. If 
you see a physical change but do not perceive one aurally, then wait. Listen and only respond when you hear a change. 

In response to a question, change the appropriate variable incrementally at the glacial rate of change.  

Continue towards the variable extreme you were approaching before the text box. So for example, on page 2 the cello will continue to lower the bow down towards the 
string if changing bow height/pressure. However, on page 5 the violin will raise the bow away from the string if changing bow height/pressure as the ‘bow lightly on the string’ 
extreme had been reached just before the text box.  

When you reach one extreme of a variable, gradually head towards the other extreme. 

Only one bow variable may change at a time. So for example, always maintain the previous bow position as you change bow pressure etc. 

Bow constantly, always at very slow speed. 

From page 5 onwards some text boxes require that two questions be answered simultaneously and as often as possible: 

(1) How is the bow being varied? 
(2) The variable specific question.  

If you are unsure what your response should be to a question, continue to play as before and listen until you are able to make a decision. Due to the ambiguity and potential 
inaudibility of some sounds, moments of indecision will occur in this piece. However, recognise that it is ultimately necessary to make a decision as best as you can and live 
with the consequences. All responses will necessarily be highly subjective. Misunderstandings and ‘mistakes’ will occur, though if each and every response to a question is 
undertaken in an informed, thoughtful and critical manner it is not possible to perceive incorrectly. 

For the second bow of page 8 maintain the previous finger direction. Therefore, the violinist’s finger will continue downwards towards the nut, and after reaching the nut will 
then go up the fingerboard towards the position of the bow etc. The violist’s and cellist’s fingers will remain stationary.  
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Pages 9A, 9B and 9C 
All directions concerning variable extremes, rate of change and text boxes still apply. From here on, a consistent bow speed, use of the whole bow and up bows must all 
continue to be maintained (with one exception, see unisons). Bow constantly, silence should only occur momentarily when quickly retaking. However, it is no longer 
necessary to roughly synchronise the starts and ends of bows.  

There is now one overall question, ‘is the pitch of one or both of the players moving in the same direction as mine?’ This question should be ever present in the minds of 
the players. There are three possible responses to this question: 

(1) no 
(2) one 
(3) both 

If ‘no’, freeze all of the variables as they were before and maintain the previous finger direction. Listen for any changes in finger direction from the other players, take even the 
most fleeting opportunity to re-engage with one or both of them. 

If ‘one’, ask: 

(1) How is the bow being varied? 
(2) The variable specific question.  

If ‘both’, ask the pitch and bow variables questions at the same time and respond to both questions at the same time. 

Changes of finger direction and finger pressure have been added to certain responses.  

When you encounter the finger direction instruction: 

(1) If you were previously going up or down, stop and stay in stationary position. 
(2) If you were previously in a stationary position, go in the opposite direction to the last up or down direction you went in. 

Remember that the overall question, ‘is the pitch of one or both of the players moving in the same direction as mine?’ takes precedence over all other questions and that you 
may need to switch between ‘no’, ‘one’, or ‘both’ responses very quickly. 

There is a linear, if cyclic, element in this modular system for interaction. Remember that when swapping back to a variable that you incrementally changed in the past, 
pick up where you left off last time and resume your journey towards the appropriate extreme of that variable.  

The experience of playing this piece should be one of “a constant questioning, and a constant listening.” Ask questions as often as possible and attempt to perceive the slightest 
changes of variables within sounds. 
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Upon further inspection of pages 1 to 8, it will become apparent that the tablature notation is in fact a rough realisation of the process contained on pages 9A, 9B and 9C.  

Unisons 
If: 

(1) your finger direction is stationary, 
(2) the two other players are moving up or down together, 
(3) and one of the other players momentarily plays the same pitch in unison with you, 

then: 

(1) immediately change to a down bow regardless of where you are in your bow,  
(2) do not change any other variables 
(3) double your bow speed until you reach the tip of the bow, 
(4) bow an up bow back at a very slow bow speed,  
(5) adopt the finger direction of the two other players and answer the ‘both’ questions with them. 

The second time the three ‘if’ conditions are satisfied according to your own perception, play page 10 instead (see page 10 for instructions). 

Each player may only play page 10 once. After which, play the unison cued event again if required. 

Whenever the unison cued event or page 10 occurs, the two other players should continue to act within the ‘pages 9A, 9B and 9C’ process as best as they can. 

Ending 
After reaching pages 9A, 9B and 9C explore all variables and their extremes. The length of this section is indeterminate, though it is anticipated that it will be longer than 
pages 1 through to 8 combined. As a minimum, at least two players should play the unison cued event once, and at least one player should reach page 10.  

You may finish abruptly when these conditions have been satisfied according to your own perception, after non-verbal agreement with the other performers and perhaps 
when you no longer wish to ask questions! 
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how is the bow being varied?

bow height/pressure
is the sound more continuous than mine?
yes → change bow position 
no → change bow height/pressure

bow rotation
is the sound produced with more of the wood of the bow than mine?
yes → change bow position 
no → rotate bow and change finger pressure 

bow position
is the timbre of the sound changing at a faster rate than mine?
yes → change bow height/pressure and finger direction 
no → change bow position 

unison

or or

one
→ listen to that player

violin
is the pitch of one or both of the players moving in the same direction as mine?

both
→ listen to both players’ pitch and bow variables

pitch
are all the intervallic relationships between the parts being consistently maintained?
yes → change finger pressure
no → adjust finger direction speed to consistently maintain the intervallic relationships

bow variables
is my bow height/pressure, rotation and position as close as possible to that of the two other players?
yes → change finger pressure
no → adjust bow variables to imitate the player whose bow variables are closest to mine

no
→ all variables as before

and

or

or
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how is the bow being varied?

bow height/pressure
is the sound more continuous than mine?
yes → change bow height/pressure and finger pressure 
no → rotate bow

bow rotation
is the sound produced with more of the wood of the bow than mine?
yes → rotate bow 
no → change bow position and finger direction

bow position
is the timbre of the sound changing at a faster rate than mine?
yes → change bow position
no → rotate bow

unison

or or

one
→ listen to that player

viola
is the pitch of one or both of the players moving in the same direction as mine?

both
→ listen to both players’ pitch and bow variables

pitch
are all the intervallic relationships between the parts being consistently maintained?
yes → change finger pressure
no → adjust finger direction speed to consistently maintain the intervallic relationships

bow variables
is my bow height/pressure, rotation and position as close as possible to that of the two other players?
yes → change finger pressure
no → adjust bow variables to imitate the player whose bow variables are closest to mine

no
→ all variables as before

and

or

or
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how is the bow being varied?

bow height/pressure
is the sound more continuous than mine?
yes → rotate bow and change finger direction 
no → change bow height/pressure

bow rotation
is the sound produced with more of the wood of the bow than mine?
yes → change bow height/pressure 
no → rotate bow

bow position
is the timbre of the sound changing at a faster rate than mine?
yes → change bow position and finger pressure
no → change bow height/pressure

unison

or or

one
→ listen to that player

cello
is the pitch of one or both of the players moving in the same direction as mine?

both
→ listen to both players’ pitch and bow variables

pitch
are all the intervallic relationships between the parts being consistently maintained?
yes → change finger pressure
no → adjust finger direction speed to consistently maintain the intervallic relationships

bow variables
is my bow height/pressure, rotation and position as close as possible to that of the two other players?
yes → change finger pressure
no → adjust bow variables to imitate the player whose bow variables are closest to mine

no
→ all variables as before

and

or

or

9C
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Appendix 
The following exercises may be helpful when preparing a performance of no one both. All of these exercises are suggestions. Feel free to create further exercises in order to 
address specific issues that arise in the course of rehearsals. 
 
Exploration of variable extremes 

This exercise may be performed alone or with the other players. The bow speed is the same as for pages 1 to 8 and bow lengths are synchronised. Variable change from one 
extreme to another occurs over one whole bow length and is indicated in italics. In addition, you may alter the order in which variables are changed: 

Bow 1  
Bow height/pressure: Lightly bow on the string. 
Bow rotation: (w.) to (h.) 
Bow position: As far down the fingerboard as possible. 
Finger direction: Stationary, on the fingerboard, just before the nut. 
Finger pressure: Overpressure 
 
Bow 2 
Bow height/pressure: As before. 
Bow rotation: (h.) 
Bow position: As before. 
Finger direction: As before. 
Finger pressure: Overpressure to 5mm above the string. 
 
Bow 3  
Bow height/pressure: As before. 
Bow rotation: As before. 
Bow position: As far down the fingerboard as possible to on the bridge. 
Finger direction: As before. 
Finger pressure: 5mm above the string. 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Bow 4  
Bow height/pressure: As before. 
Bow rotation: As before. 
Bow position: As before. 
Finger direction: Move your finger towards the bridge until it is as close to the bow as possible. 
Finger pressure: 5mm above the string. 
 
Bow 5  
Bow height/pressure: Lightly bow on the string to bow 5mm above the string. 
Bow rotation: As before. 
Bow position: On the bridge. 
Finger direction: Stationary, just before the bow. 
Finger pressure: As before. 
 
Pages 9A, 9B and 9C 
 
The mental gymnastics required to play page 9 are considerable. It is difficult. Therefore, do not attempt to play the whole system for interaction straight away, but rather 
break it into smaller components and rehearse these separately.  
 
Always change variables at the glacial rate of change. When you reach one extreme of a variable, gradually head towards the other extreme. The bow speed should be very 
slow. 
 
For example, after practicing pages 1 to 8: 

• Alone and with the other players: improvise, imitating the music on pages 1 to 8. Explore the bow variables on string IV. Alter one variable at a time, but switch 
between them at any time. 

• Alone and with the other players: improvise, imitating the music on pages 1 to 8. Explore the finger variables on string IV. Alter one variable at a time, but switch 
between them at any time. 

• Alone and with the other players: improvise, imitating the music on pages 1 to 8. Explore all the bow and finger variables on string IV. Alter one bow variable and/or 
one finger variable at a time, but switch between them at any time. 

• Improvise, imitating the music on pages 1 to 8 as a group: first with one other player, then with two other players. Explore all the bow and finger variables on string 
IV. Alter one bow variable and/or one finger variable at a time. Then ask ‘is the pitch of one of the players moving in the same direction as mine?’ If ‘no’, freely 
improvise. If ‘yes’, ask ‘how is the bow being varied?’ and change the same bow variable as that player, but freely improvise your finger variables.  



 
 

• Improvise, imitating the music on pages 1 to 8 with one other player. Explore all the bow and finger variables on string IV. Alter one bow variable and/or one finger 
variable at a time. Then ask ‘is the pitch of one of the players moving in the same direction as mine?’ If ‘no’, freely improvise. If ‘yes’, listen to that player and ask 
‘how is the bow being varied?’ Momentarily ask the appropriate bow variable question from the system for interaction. Choose the appropriate response. Then go 
back to freely improvising. Then alternate between asking the appropriate questions and improvising. Gradually spend more and more time asking the questions and 
less and less time improvising.   

• Improvise, imitating the music on pages 1 to 8 with one other player. Explore all the bow and finger variables on string IV. Alter one bow variable and/or one finger 
variable at a time. Then ask ‘is the pitch of one of the players moving in the same direction as mine?’ If ‘no’, freely improvise. If ‘yes’, listen to the other player and ask 
‘how is the bow being varied?’ Ask the appropriate bow variable question from the system for interaction and respond accordingly. 

• Improvise, imitating the music on pages 1 to 8 with the other players. Explore all the bow and finger variables on string IV. Alter one bow variable and/or one finger 
variable at a time. Then ask ‘is the pitch of both of the other players moving in the same direction as mine?’ If ‘no’, freely improvise. If ‘yes’, maintain your current 
finger direction and adjust your bow variables to imitate the player whose bow variables are closest to yours. Stop playing when you are imitating the other player as 
closely as possible. 

• Improvise with the other players, imitating the music on pages 1 to 8. Explore all the bow and finger variables on string IV. Alter one bow variable and/or one finger 
variable at a time. Then ask ‘is the pitch of both of the other players moving in the same direction as mine?’ If ‘no’, freely improvise. If ‘yes’ ask the appropriate ‘both’ 
questions as per the system of interaction and respond accordingly.  

• Begin rehearsing the full system for interaction on pages 9A, 9B and 9C. However, ignore any unisons that may occur (see page viii). 
• Begin rehearsing the full system for interaction on pages 9A, 9B and 9C. Account for unisons as well. 
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